


Once additional scientific data is provided by the company, a third scientific presentation and 
follow-up discussion will be organised. 

Novavax- discussions with the company continue. 

BioNTech- the  was constituted.  
 

 - the Members were informed that a scientific presentation took place on the 
previous day. The exploratory discussions were nearly finalized, leaving the next steps up to 
the Member States’

 
Valneva - the Members were informed on the discussions regarding the supply and  

. These elements will be further addressed in follow-up discussions with the 
company.  

The Commission clarified some questions regarding the criteria and the legal base  
. It was recalled that the discussions with the companies were based on the criteria set 

in the Agreement with the Member States, the Vaccine Strategy and the collective decisions 
by the Steering Board. 

3. Press communication 

Some Members asked when details of the contracts could be made public. 

The Members were reminded that the contracts contained confidentiality clauses that could 
only be waived with the agreement of companies.  

Furthermore, caution was called for not disclosing contract clauses while negotiations were 
ongoing, as companies may wish to ‘’cherry-pick’’ on the best conditions.  

As a conclusion, disclosing elements from contracts once the negotiations were finalised 
required the agreement of the companies and ultimately of all Member States, as buyers of 
the vaccines. 

4. Strategic discussion about expanding the current portfolio of 6+1 

Following the reflection carried by the Members States, some key exploratory 
elements/principles were outlined regarding the way forward on expanding the current 
portfolio of 6+1, namely that: 

 all EU Member States should have access to the EU portfolio; 
 all EU Member States should benefit from the EU Vaccine Strategy ; 
 Member States would need to express a written interest in a candidate upfront; 







Additionally to the ,  raised a  stressing that 
the  

 outlined that the main goal of this model of APA was to secure vaccines by sharing risks on 
their development and that this was enshrined in the agreement with all the MSs.  

The Commission clarified that the contract did not foresee any 
but reassured that MSs did not need to make any  before the market 

authorisation was granted, which would, of course, not be the case should the  not be 
solved.  

The Members asked for common language on the LTTs regarding the  
for Johnson & Johnson. 
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